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Cold Weather
Fails to Slow
Construction
The cold weather is bringing
only the normal amount of construction slowdown, said William A. Volk, associate university architect.
While the weather is slowing down some jobs, he continued, "it isn't stopping any
of them."
The reason for this, Volk
indicated, is that most of the
jobs have been sealedofffrom
the long overdue Southern Illinois winter and inside work
can continue at near normal
rates despire the chilly winds.
When asked if the lateness
of winter this year has put
some of the jobs ahead, Bolk
said construction people are
peSSimistic by nature and talk
as if they're always behind.
The cold weather, however,
is holding back Volk in his
schedule in bagging a deer this
season, but he points out that
"I have three more days."
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Of Area and Student Services
Concept of rO!,e University'
Furthered on 2 Campuses

Sophomore Tests
Scheduled Today
The Sophomore Testing
Program will be held at 8 a.m.
and 1 p.m. today in Muckelroy Auditorium, the Testing
and Counseling Center has
announced.
Students who were sophomores as of last spring quarter are required to take the
tests.
Students who have not had
the tests should go to the
Testing Center immediately.
This is the last chance this
year, and registration for
spring quarter, 1965, will be
held up pending completion of
the test battery.

Sigma Xi Official
Visiting Southern
Frederick D. ROSSini, dean
of the College of Science at
Notre Dame University, will
Visit officially the Sigma Xi
Club at SIU todayandWednesday.
Rossini is national president of Sigma Xi, a scholastic socisty of scientists concerned with furthering scientific research.
The program will include a
dinner with SIU officials and
Sigma Xi members Tuesday
evening and Wednesday morning. visits with officials of
the Graduate School and some
of the science departments.
The ROSSini visit is one of
the preliminaries in the local
organization's efforts to achieve chapter status. Southern's Sigma Xi Club now has
III members.
Rossini received his doctorate from California in 1928.
He has been at Notre Dame
since 1960.
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COMFY? - One loyal Saluki fan came prepared for the icy blasts
during the final football game of the season - he brought his
own igloo. The item is especially designed for the rugged fan
who just won't stay home and listen to the game on the radio.

Closed on Thanksgi ving

Library, University Center
Reduce Hours for Vacation

Morris Library and the University Center have announced
the hours they will be open
during the Thanksgiving vacation period.
.- •
Ralph E. McCoy, director
of libraries, said the library
will close at 5 p.m. Wednesday. It will remain closed on
Thursday and will open from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and
Saturday. The library wUl be
closed on Sunday.
Monday the library will resume its regular schedule.
Clarence G. Dougherty,
jirector of the University
Center, announced closing
hours for the center. The
building will be closed at 5
p.m. Wednesday and will remain closed Thursday.
Friday the Center will open
at 8 a.m. and close at 5 p.m.
The Oasis will be open from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Friday.
Saturday the building will
again be closed. Sunday the
Center will be open from II
a.m. to 11 p.m.
The Office of Academic Affairs announced that all ofGus says there's nothing more fices on campus will be closed
inVigorating than a warm cup Thursday only. Regular office
of Pepsi from one of the Uni- hours will resume Friday and
versity vending machines.
Saturday.

Joseph W. Gasser, supervisor of housing contracts,
has
announced
that all
University housing units will
remain open during the
vacation period and will
be staffed.
The last meal to he served
before the vacation will be
Wednesday at noon. Meals will
be
resumed on Monday
morning.

W(h )eather to Be:
Eskimo or Saluki?
Whether to wrap up like aft
eskimo or dress normally,
that is the question.
Temperatures have taken
a drop from last week's mild
weather. The thermometer
on Monday showed a low of
27 and a high of 50.
This sudden change leads
to the question of what will
happen today.
According to history, anything could happen. In 1931,
the record high for Nov. 23
was 78. In 1937 the record
low was set at 27.
According to the forecaster
the weather today will be fair
with a high in mid 50s.

President Delyte W. Morris
has announced a vast reorganization of Area and Student Services affecting both
Carbondale and Edwardsville campuses and further• ing the "one university"
concept.
.
In a special al)llOUilcement
to the faculty and'staff, Morris said the reorganization is
aimed at assisting "the
orderly implementation of the
new Statutes of the Board of
Trustees."
It is hoped the new structure will provide a basis for
"more effective day-to-day
operations" and establish a
framework for developing
working papers required by
the statutes.
Three new staff positions
were established under the
Vice President for Area and
Student Services, Ralph W.
Ruffner:
William Tudor, now director of Area Services Division, was appointed special
assistant for legislative information; I. Clark DaViS, director of student affairs, Carbondale, was named special
assistant, CarbondaieCampus;
and Howard V. Davis, director
of student affairs, Edwardsville, was named special
assistant,
E dw ardsvi lIe
Campus.
Three division were set up
under Area Services:
(1) International Services
Division will include the
offIces of the dean of international students and the
coordinator of international
programs.
(2) State and National Public Services Division will include the Community Development Service, Office of Public
Administration and Metropolitan Affairs, Alumni Service and Placement Service.
(3) Under the new Communications Media Services Division will be the information,
broadcasting and photographic
services for both campuses.
Robert Jacobs was appointed dean of the International Services Division. He
has been coordinator ofinter-

WILLIAM TIJDOR

national programs and acting
dean of international students.
John O. Anderson, a~ociate
dean of the Graduate School
an~.Pirector of the Office of
Research and Projects, was
assigned to the position of
dire cto r, Communications
Media Services Division.
No director has yet been
named for the State and National pub Ii c S e r vic e s
Division.
Three divisions were established under Student Services. They are the Health
Services DiVision, to be
headed by Dr. Richard V Lee,
who also was named University Physician; Student Affairs
Division, to be headed byJack
W. Graham, who·will have the
title Dean of Students; and Student Special Services Division,

JACK GRAHAM

be headed by a director
still to be named.
Student Affairs Division
will take
the functions of
the Offices of Student Affairs
at Carbondale and Edwardsville, which deal With general
welfare, testing and counseling, and student activities.
Student Special Services
Division will include the
present Student Work: Program, Financial Assistance
and ScholaJ ships and Coordinator of Housing from
both campuses.
LO
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Happy With ~Parent8'

'Ba."hkket' Ret7ieu1

Playwright Tells of a Paper,
Newsman Writesof a Play

lO-Year-Old Korean Boy
Thanks Cadets Jor Adoption
By Shirley Hollinger
"Dear Foster Parents,
"I was very happy to know
that you have deCided to adopt
me as your foster child to
help from now on. My whole
family thank you, too. for it
and they are happy too.....
These are the words of Cho
Jae Ho, a 10-year-old Korean
boy who is the foster child of
the AFROTC Advanced Cadet
Corps. The corps adoptedCho
Jae in May, 1964. through
the Foster Parents Plan.
Members of the corps saw
a Foster Parents advertisement in the Air Force Times
newspaper and wrote for more
information. After receiving
the information, the corps initiated the plan and collected
the $90 needed for the first
six-month period. They had
their choice of anyone of
10 countries and of approximate age and sex.
The corps has just completed their collecticn for the

VARSITY

second six-month period. The
collection committee, headed
by John Adams. raised $30
more than the $90 reqUired.
This surplus will go into the
fund
for
next six-month
period.
The Corps has received
three letters from Cho Jae,
Who writes his letters in Korean. They are then translated
into English.
Cho Jae is in thE' third grade
at Ami Primary SchooL Each
month he receives the equivalent of $8 plus other items
such as, cotton sheeting. insect
lotion. poplin, and
clothing.
Cho Jae's family consists of
his mother, one Sister, and
two brothers. His father died
when Cho Jae was 2 years old.
His mother works in a cloth
factory. earning only $9.20
a month.
Cho Jae thanks the AFROTC
Advanced Corps with these
words:

Artists From SIU Walk Away
With Four Awards at Exhibit
fhe SIU Department of Art
walked away with four awards
at the current exhibition of
Illinois artist - craftsmen at
the IllinOis State Museum in
Springfield.
Sludems and faculty members of the department furnished one-fourth of the metal
and ceramics works displayed. The group captured 60
per cent of the prize awards.
The two top awards went to
Louis B. Kington, silversmith
and assistant professor of art,

Spiders' Kinsey Report?
"Courtship Behavior in
Jumping Spiders" will bediscussed at the Zoology Senior
Seminar at 4 p.m. today in
Room 205 of the Life Science
B:.:Hding.
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and to Nicholas Vergette, ceramist and associate professor of art. Kington was given
the "Craftsman of the Year"
award for his gold ring and
earring and a cast bronze
wind bell.
Vergette received the Museum purchase award in any
medium ·for his ceramic
sculpture in the exhibition.
A graduate student in jewelry and metalsmithing, Michael
Croft of Hobbs, N.M., was
awarded the jewelry prize for
his sterling silver necklace.
Other students whose work
was displayed at the Springfield exhibition were Joel
Crowe, Carbondale. Garret W.
DeRuiter, Chicago, Robert
Mitchell,
Decatur. Larry
Peters, Topeka, Kan •• Ronald Tatro. Kankakee. Larry
Toth, Decatur. John Heric.
Tempe, Ariz •• and James H.
Wright, Murphysboro.
Vergette also opened aoneman show of his paintings,
sculpture and ceramics at the
Premier Art Gallery in
Springfield. to run through
November.

SIU Budget Item
On Board Agenda
The State Board of Higher
Education will hold its regular meeting at the University of Illinois in Urbana Monday and Tuesday.
Among the agenda items
is a discussion of SIU's proposed operating budget of
$95.5 million for the" next
biennium. The budget has been
approved by the SIU Board of
Trustees.
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CHOJAE HO
"My whole family is thanking you for your kindness.
Hope to hear from you soon.
May God watch your health
and lucky. Praying for you.
With love,
Cho Jae Ho"

\
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DOD't take 8: chance
on your sight for
vanity's sake. We
offer complete
glasses, lenses and a
selection of hundred8
of latest style frames
at only

$9.50
CONRAD OPTICAL
Acros.s from Varsity Theatre

The playwright has written
of the newspaper; now the
newspaperman writes of the
play.
This is the background of
this review of "God in the
Hasthicket" by Clifford Haislip; its world premiere took
place over the weekend at the
Southern Playhouse.
Haislip. who did graduate
work at SIU, has written a
play about a school desegregation Situation in a small
southern town. The play is
focused on a crusading woman
editor, a native of the community who has spent pan of
her life in the North and returns with liberal ideas toward racial segregation.
A nation exposed to a long,
hot summer of racial news
can pretty well predict the
outcome with this as the plot
setting. It's the liberal versus reactionaries theme; the
liberal happens to have a
weekly newspaper as her vehicle of expression, and she
stirs up the natives with her
views on desegregation.
The author has set forth a
purpose of writing a. gentle
drama combining truth and
fiction. in a plot that could be
found in any number of small
southern towns in recent
years.
But more than this, the apthor has sought to achieve a
character study of this woman
editor. played by Helen Seitz.
As it turned out Friday
night, this reviewer wonders
if some of the intended minor
parts actually achieved an unwitting dominance; particular
reference is made to the role
of the mother of the heroine.
Georgia Gantt Winn. professor of .English. played the

GEORGIA WINN
haps a greater badge of courage. In the play. these two
characters tended to be submerged, but here was an opportunity for exploration of a
human being in this particular crucible.
The cast was adequate, but
just a little heavy on tbe corn
pone in several instances.
For the newsman-reviewer,
the newspaper office in which
the play was set wao; just a
little too quiet, and a little
too tidy. One minor point:
A new Army Reserve Re- When a character is supposed
search and Development Unit to be reading Page Four, make
has been activated here, com- sure he actually is.
posed primarily of persons
associated With the UniJohn Matheson
versity.
Commander of the reserve
organization is Maj. Leslie
D. Gates Jr. of the Department of Mathematics.
Others initially assigned to
the new unit are Lt. Col. Keith
W. Smith, Maj. L.A. Mehrhoff,
Four faculty members of
Maj. Frank Konishi, Capt. the Department of Marketing
Bruce B. McLachlan, Lt. and 25 members of the Alpha
Robert G. Schipf, Lt. Billy Beta chapter of Pi Sigma EpD. Hudgens, Lt. (j.g.) Richard silon. prof~ssional marketM. Uray, Spec. 4 James R. ing and sales fraterni' y, are
Rae. and Spec. 4 JohnL. attending the 34th annual Sales
Roseberry.
and Marketing Executives
Gates said all but Maj. Conference in St. Louis tocl~ '.
Mehrhoff are associated with
The all-day confere!,.;:.; .
the University. He is with the
U.S. Fish. and Wildlife Refuge cludes luncheon and .~ "'l'
meetings
at the ChaSe : 'T>
at Crab Orchard Lake.
K
Gates also said Schipf. Hud- Plaza Hotel beginninb
p.m.
and
will
feature-tJLc 11.gens and Uray, Navy officers,
ers
in
marketing
and
"ales
will transfer their commisChicago and New York,
sions to the Army and Lt. from
Frank Kiningham, the fraCol. Smith will remain in the ternity
publicity chairman,
Marine Corps. All o~hers are
connected with u"- Army. said.
Faculty
members attending
Gates said enlisted men Rae
and Roseberry will be eligible the conference include Paul
M.
Hoffman,
chairman of the
for commissions.
department, and Charles Rosenbarger, Arthur E. Prell,
and James R. Moore •
Kiningham said the sales
and marketing executives organization includes executives
from 500 companies in the St.
Imported gifts
Louis metropolitan area.
Richard deHaan. a senior
marketing student and secretary of the fraternity, said
f.~useum
about 2,000 persons attended
·.·,·-Al:1=&El:D·tML.t.···:OPEM: 9.~. : the Gonference last·· year hI
St. Louis.

Maj. Gates Heads
Army Unit at sm

Students, Faculty
From SIU Attend
Marketing Event

L.
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Campus Shopping
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role of this southern lady to
its essence. Her characterization was the most credible
of the entire vehicle.
The audience reaction was
interesting; its me m be r s
seemed attracted to the comic
roles of the production. This
raises the question of whether
the entire play might have been
considerably more effective
as a comedy; the audience
reaction indicated this possibility.
Being a crusading editor in
this type of situation requires
fortitude, to be sure. but being a principal in a southE l .1
school desegregation l!" f'€r-

AMPUS!
The

Shop.
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Activities

'Brenda HigginMJn

Aquaettes, Dancers
And Fencers to Meet
Alpha Zeta, national honorary The Steering Committee of the
fraternity in agriculture,
Model United Nations will
meers at 10 a.m. in the
meet at 2 p.m. in Room E
Agriculture Seminar Room.
of the University Cenrer.
The Displays Committee ofthe Aquaettes meet at 5:30 p.m.
University Center Proat the University Pool.
gramming Board meets at Inrer-Varsity Christian Fel1 p.m. in Room B of the
lowship meets at 6 p.m. in
University Cent~r.
Room C of the University
Center.
Alpha Delta Sigma, national
advertising fraternity,
meets at 7 p.m. in Ballroom
Alpha Zeta. scholastiC honA of the University Center.
The
Non- Violent Freedom
orary fraternity in agriculture, recently initiated six
Committee "will meet at 7
new members.
p.m. in Furr Auditonillm.
The initiates are Bernard Women's Recreation Association Fencing Club will meet
Colvis, Chester; Philip Mcat 7:30 tonight in the WomKenna, Mason City; Moxon
en's Gym.
Hart, New Berlin; Dennis KoThe
WRA Modern Dance Club
berlein, St. Elmo; John Gunwill meet at 8 p.m. in the
ter, Peoria; and James Bell,
wOn\en's gymnasium.
Chrisman.
Alpha Kappa, national business fraternity, will meet at

Wins Wool Award
Brenda Higginson, Fairfield. a home economics education major. has been named
the state winner in the senior division of a "Make It
With Wool" contest.
The contest was sponsored
by the JIlinois Home Bureau,
the Illinois Sheep Producers
Association and the American
Wool Council.
She was also named national
runner-up in the compedtion
heJd last Monday at Chicago.
Miss Higginson submitted
a maroon wool suit which she
made in an advanced clothing
constr~on
class in the
School of Home Economics.
Joyce Anne Schofield, Carrier Mills. was first runnerup in the senior division of
the regional contest. She entered a royal blue full-length
cape.

Alpha Zeta Adds
6 New Members

Don Gillis'Music
On WSIU Radio

The Music of Don Gillis
will feature incidental music
from documentary films. ballet, and radio at 7:30 p.m.
today on WSIU Radio.
Other bighlights:
10:30 a.m.
Pop Concen.

12:45 p.m.
This week at the U.N.
2:45 p.m.
European ReView.
5:30 p.m.
News Report.

:u~i:~i!~.MOrriS

Graduate Faculty
To Meet Dec. 12

WSIU.TV to Feature SIww
On Holl'VI.nood's Golden

Library
Pi Sigma Epsilon, national
marketing fraternity, will
Y~ars
meet·at 9 p.m. in Room F of
J -the University Center.
"Hollywood: The Golden 7:30 p.m.
A - n_r._ Years" will be presented on Bold Journey: The first
uammtJ~ Eye on the World at 8:30
scaling of Mt. McKinley.
..._:.:".*.._ nl-'_
tonight on WSIU-TV.
~,~
.c
Gene Kelly will be the host 8 p.m.
Past Imperfect: What would
on this documentary account
Nine girls have been init- of the movies during the sihave happened if Andrew
iated into Alpha Gamma Del- lent years.
Johnson had been impeached
ta sorority.
and DeGaulle had remained
Other highlights:
They are Robena Lee puntin retirement in 1958.
ney, Gail Gilbert, Suzanne Ellen Leoni, Joan Ellen Harder. 5 p.m.
What's New: The children's
Manha Edmison. Sally Muroperetta. "H a n s e I and
phy. Mary Evelyn Jones, Mary'
Gretel."
Jane Tally and Pam Collignon.

Al ha

r.p

9 --u.ee.

Southern Atres normitories
Announce Officers for Year
Southern Acres Residence
Halls have announced their
1964-1965 officers.
Ron Wilton is president of
the Executive Council of the
living area. Vice president
is Dave Ball; Ralph Wright.
judicial board chairman; Dick
Moyer. intramural chairman;
Ron Stovall, treasurer; Jim
Wilson. programming board
chairman; Jim Matheny, student body senator; and Tom
Lense, publicity chairman.
IndiVidual hall officers include Gent Hall: Ron Stovall,
president; Charles Wobbe,
vice president; Lill Cash,
treasurer; Jim Book. executive council; Dan Beavers.
fire marshall; Terry Lake,
i nt ram ural
representative; and Perry Childs, judicial board.
EI Maya1, iJave Ball, president; JamesCutterridge, vice
president; Mike Hassler. secretary-trea9llrer; Dick Roth,
intramural chairman; James
Dady, eJrecutive council; Donald Forma...ek, fire marshall;
and Robert Carlson, judicial
board.
Playboy Hall: Tom Lense.
president; Don Jansen. vice
president and social chairman; Rick Womack, executive council; Larry Haag. judicial board; Frank Carta. intramural chairman; and Dave
Hankins.
secretary - treasurer.
Last Reson: Dick Moyer,
president; Michael Pryor.
vice president; Cary Nixon.
secretary - treasurer;
John
Archer, intramural chairman;
Robert Rodeffer, executive
council; John Murphy. judicial
board; Cliff Page, soc i a I
chairman; Tyrone Mullins.
fire marshall.
Egyptian Ruin~: Frank Loffredo, president; Stan. Juvin-

Poge3

all, vice president; Duane Atteberry, secretary; Bill McLaughlin, treasurer; Angelo
Loffredo. executive council;
David Sloan, judicial board;
Sam
McGaw.
intramural
chairman; and Helmut Springer, fire marshall.
King's Row: Ralph Wright.
president; Jerry Skora. vice
president and executive council; Tom Snedigar. treasurer;
KQI1 Zirkle, judicial board;
Larry Todoroff, social chairman; Art Darr. fire marshall;
and Wayne Short, intramural
chairman.
Peyton Place: Woody Kenton. president; Larry Sievers, vice president; Carrie
Pruitt, secretary-treasurer;
Pete Byvoets, executive council and intramural chairman;
Larry Myers, judicial board;
and
Dave Brandt, fir e
marshall.
Robert Profillet is the head
resident counselor of the area.

6 p.m.
Encore; Challeilge II.
7 p.m.

The Indian Experiment; How
the sewing machine plays a
vital part in India's
economy.

Panel of Parents
Slated at Meeting
The Student Education AssoC'iation will meet at 7:30
p.m. Dec. I in Room 227 of
University School.
Leonard E. _Kraft, associate professor in student
teaching, will act as moderator for a panel of parents.

ludaetT.rms
fr •• AIC loold.t
o .. Diamond
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watch, jewelry,
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reconditioning

JackSOD CoUDty Allotted

'12,394 in Fuel Tax
The Illinois Department of
Finance reported today that
Jackson County has been alloted $12,394 as their share
of the Motor Fuel Tax paid
into the state treasury during
October.

2 - 5 Day SERVICE
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611 S. lIIinDis

A beautiful 5 X 7
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tJJt, 61.49
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~
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MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER

More than 600 SJU graduate
faculty members from the Edwardsville and Carbondale
campuses are-expected to at.tend the annual meeting of the
Graduate School. David T.
Kenney. acting dean of the
school said.
The meeting will be held
at 10 a.m. Dec. 12. in Furr
Auditorium.
The graduate faculty will
receive the annual repon of
the Graduate Council, and will
attend to other matters of
business. Kenney said.
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Thanksgiving
It is perhaps characteristic of our civilization to erect
parameters of definition about
everything, to specify, and to
pinpoint every entity to its
very essence. This specification is essential to an advanced technology. for technology itself is an empirical
thing. But it is also valuable
[0 common usage of words in
our language, for it allows
each a common ground from
which to build his own
meaning.
Thanksgiving is defined. It
is a-national holiday in the
United States 'cornm~morating
the harvest of the Plymouth
Colony in 1621. On Nov. 26,
1789, George Washington pro·
claimed a national day of
thanks. Lincoln revived the
custom in 1863. Since 1941.
according to a joint resolution of Congress, the holiday
falls on the fourth Thill"sday
in November.

Thanksgiving, however. is
lftldefined too. for each member of our societymustdetermine for himself what it truly
means to him. To some, it
might seem inappropriate to
say thanks. All the world is
falling down. To some it might
seem a bit old-fashioned. But
even in a worid as jumbled
as ours, there are still quite
a few things to be thankful
for.
There is life. There is
home, the place from which
you came and the place to
which you always retilrn.
There are friends and songs
and feasts. There are smiles,
and there is kindness. There
is love. For as long as the
warmth of breathing is within
you, theTe will be these things.
If they are for you a harvest
of plenty. then remember the
"thanks" in Thanksgiving.
Be thankful for them.
Walt Waschick

Sports Success Has Its Price
The Salukis' less than successful 1964 football season
has served to point .up the
athletic crisis confronting
Southern minois University:
personnel is not available to
compete successfully with
universities of comparable
enrollment because of an outdated scholarship and financial support system.
Most universities SIU competes with have a number of
National Collegiate Athletic
Association work-free scholarships to offer prep stars
when recruiting. Southern
does not. Each of Southern' s
athletes on scholarship is required to work on the University payroll in addition to participating in his respective
sport.
At present SIU's athletic
scholarship program is financed by privete and alumni

Why Not Return Those Tests?
At least lone courSE" at SIU,
Design for Modern Li,qng.
GSC-205, has dared to give
tests that do more than help
the professor give out grades.
Students grade their own
weekly quizzes immediately
after taking the tests and are
allowed [0 keep a marked and
corrected carbon copy. Major tests are prompdy graded
and returned.
In other words, there is an
effort to make the tests serve
the student as well as the
professor.
ProbabJY this exact system
would be unworkable in many
courses; however. its goal-to keep students informed of
th~ir, . progress ~nd to give
then.l a permanent record for
revieWing--could well be considered by all professors.
Many professors and departments will not allow a student to see his test after taking it. "He knows what he
needs to work on without seeing the corrected paper:'
many professors say.
Perhaps, but we, for one,
have had many a test returned
to find the only answers he
missed were the "easy" ones.
Other professors I'.llow

students to look over graded
tests in class, but don't allow
them to be taken home. This
gives the student some of the
benefits of the test, but does
not allow him to use paS!
exams for revi~w purposes.
In a well-taught cOluse the
past tests serve as an invaluable aid in recalling exactly what details should be
reviewed.
The basic question boils
down to: Is the purpose of
the University to give students grades. or is it to give
them an education?
If the latter, then everything
done in class ahould have
one purpose: to educate the
students in the best way
possible.
Granted, for most professors tests are the main way
to assess their students' accomplishments fairly. But
does this bar their serving
the even more important service of educating and gUiding the student?
If tests can follow the latter
use, and we see no reason
why they can't, we hope departments and individual professors who do not now return tests will consider ser-

lously how much good their
exams are to the student. What
good do they do locked in a
desk drawer?
Robert Smith

Letter to Editor

Spirits Gay
In Cold Snap
The cold weather that
descended on SIU last weekend did more good for SIU
spirit than the cheerleaders,
card section, or band has been
able [0 do in four years!
The cold weather at Saturday night's football game separated SIU's "real" football
fans from the ones who come
[0 the games just to fill up
the stands.
It may not seem possible
that approximately 1,500 fans
could make about five times as
much noise as 10,000 fans
usually make, but it happened.
Throughout the game. the fans
cheered endlessly, partly to
keep warm but mostly to cheer
the team on, to try to help
make a happy ending to a dismal season.
We can not speak for the
other fans who were at the
game, but from the way everyone was cheering we are willing to say that they are praying with us for cold weather
for every game next season.
Robert Cepuder
Ken Smith
Alan Peludat

contributions and by organization membership fees.
Members of the Alumni Lettermen's Club pay a $5 per
year membership fee. In addition to other privileges, members and their Wives are allowed free adm ittance to all
home football games.
The Benchwarmers each
pay from $100 to $650 a year.
This season, in order to promote the new Arena and the
basketball team, the Saluki
Century Club was formed. In
exchange for season tickets
to all home basketball games,
each member paid $100. Total
income from these two booster
organizations, it is estimated,
will be approximately $18,000.
This is a relatively large
amount. considering Southern's normal school back-·
ground. for most of SIU's
graduates' salaries cannot
compare with those of graduates of other universities
With liberal arts backgrounds.
Gate receipts for football
will total about $38.000. However, most of this is taken up
by guaranteed income payments to schools which play
at McAndrew Stadium. Some
guarantees run as high as
$7,500.
The Homecoming
game is the only contest for
which Southern clears as much
as $7,500.
This income is not enologh.
This year,forthefirsttime,
students have been required
to pay admission to basketball
and football games, either by
purchasing season passes or
by paying 75 cents for each
football game and 50 cents

for each basketball game.
These sales will total about
$23.000. In addition, the Student Council has voted $91,000
from Student fees to go to the
athletic program. This plan
was, however, the second
choice of the AthletiC Department and the Administration.
The desirable method. they
feel, would be to have each
student pay a set fee each
quarter. In two separate national studies in recent years
it was found that the average
amount paid per student to
support his school's athletic
prog::-am was approximately
$19 a year. In 1963-64,Southern's student average was $6
a yearl
The Athletic Department
feels that a feeof$5aquarter,
or $15 a year. would allow the
Salukis to compete effectively
with the schools we are now
scheduling. This would allow
for the granting of about 100
NCAA work-free scholarships, mostly in football and
basketball. The University
feels that we can continue to
compete successfully in all
other sports with mainly work
scholarships.
So an athletic crossroads
has been reached. Down one
path lies first-class teams
and an increasingly higher
level of competition. Down
another lies mediocrity on
the playing field. The amount
of student financial support
may well be the motivating
force to decide which path
sm takes.
John Epperheimer

Doctors Test S.nsitive Mikes
To Measure Heart Sounds
By Frank Macomber
Military-Aeros1)ace Writer
Copley News Service
The demands space projects
place on science may payoff
in the development of an electronic device that can pry out
new secrets about functioning
of the human heart.
Military and space agency
scientists have teamed up with
medical groups to test a tiny
microphone developed for the
National
Aeronautics and
Space Administration by thE>
Ling - Temco - Vought
Research Center.
NASA asked that the device
be designed to collect and
record information on human
heart action during real or
simulated flights into space.

The supersensitive microphone enables medical researchers to pick up high and
low - frequency sounds from
the beart with a minimum of
distracting noise from other
body activities. Tbe microphone is attached to a recorder that keeps a written
record of the range of heart
sound frequenCies detected.
Because the LTV microphone
records extremely
low - frequency sounds. researchers are able to record
fundamentals of the heartbeat
and blood heretofore unobtainable
from existing
instruments.
The microphone can be attached almost anywhere on the
human body. It is powered by
four "c" batteries.

Letter to the Editor

Verbal Acrobat Cheers From Ivory Tower
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To Richard La Susa:
tive reaction to this cheer,
In answer to the verbal "ac- we never used it again. As
robatics" in the last half of far as "1-2-3-4 who are we
your article of Nov. 18, the for" is concerned, we have
cheerleaders would like· to never used'this cheer, nor
present another viewpoint.
do we intend to. Your choice
Your statement about un- of cheers, for example was
imaginative, high-schoolish rather poor.
cheers was completely unwarBecause of the squ'ld's limranted. We challenge anyone ited budget, we cannot afford
(excluding the band) to come up to outfit enough cheerleaders
with a more imaginative cheer to accommodate the entire
than "sit 'em on their blu.e- stadium. We were chosen to
grass," which was u,ttd ·at lead the student body, the
the Louisville game because majority of which sit in tbe
of the association between east stands and in the endKentucky and bluegrass.
zone bleachers.
In view of student suggesThe only duty of the cheertions we changed some of our leaders is to stimulate school
cheers. Along with the fans, spirit in the fans so the team
we felt that last year's cheers knows ~hat the students are
weL'e not entirely effective. behind it, win or lose. Our
We tried "sit 'em on their purpose is not to getthe atten.,luegrass", at thatone;_8ame. ;.tiDl)~~ student body. TheqAft~..lJ~~J:lng..the..~llS;. Jlega~•••attentw.n ... s.bIluJ.d .• .be •• .on, , tllfI

game, where it belongs. Our
job is not an easy one. We
receive little finanCial help
from the school, little thanks
from the athletes and little
support from the fans. But we
try. If you think it's easy to
stand down on that track for
two and a half hours, wearing yourself out in an attempt
to get the students to yell for
their team, try it some time.
If the rain continues this
Satul"day, you will see nine
pieces of "soggy toast" on the
track, waving to you as you
sit in the "secure confines of
the pressbox." Richard La
Susa, did you come downfrom
your ivory tower and show that
you possess some football '
spirit last Saturday night?
Sincerely"
Southern's Cheerleadil'lg'Squad
I

Mo"..lMr24,l964
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Faculty

William D. Gray Reputed
For Fungi, Protein Studies
William D. Gray, whose research on the potential of the
fungi imperfecti for the synthesis of edible protein
is gaining him recognition
throughout the world, has
joined tbe Department of
Botany tbis quarter as a
professor.
Gray received an A.B. degree from DePauw in 1933
and continued bis training in
the graduate school there. He
then went to the University of
Pennsylvania, where he received his Ph.D. in 1938. In
1 )38-39 he was a National
Research Council fellow at the
University of Wisconsin.
Since graduating, Gray has
limited his studies primarily to the study of fungi, protein and the alcohol tolerance
of yeasts. He has published
39 studies in 30 years and
has received requests for information on his current stu-

Agriculture School
To Add 2 to StaH
The appointments of a hc.rticulturist and a forester to
the School of Agriculture faculty, effective Jan. 4, have
been approved by the University's Board of Trustees.
Ali A. Moslemi, who recently received his doctorate in forest products at
Michigan State University,
was approved as an assistant professor and will teach
courses in wood technology
and forest products as well
as carrying on research.
Jesse M. Rawson, a horticulturist at South Dakota
::itate University, Brookings,
for the last ten yeam, will be
an associate professor of plant
industries.

dy from 32 states and 18
foreign countries.
He has worked as a consultant in microbiology with
the Biospecialities Branch of
Aeromedical
Laboratories,
Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base. For two years he served
as associate chief. [hen chief.
of the Biological Laboratory.
U.S. Quartermaster Depot. in
Jeffersonsville, Ind.
College positions held by
Gray include instructor of botany at Miami University and
Swathmore College, associate
professor at Ohio State University and Iowa State College.
and professor at Ohio.
Gray holds memberships in
tt,e Mycological Society of
America. the Botanical Socie~y for Industrial Microbiology, Indlana Academy of Science, Sigma Xi and Phi
Kappa Phi.
He is a Rector Scholar from
DePauw University. where be
was
graduated with
distinction.
Presently sponsoring five
candidates for Ph.D. degrees.
Gray has, since 1950, sponsoreJ 14 persons who have
com pIe te d their doctoral
studies.

· h Stud Y
SPanlS
Gran t S Soug ht
With more National Defense
Education Act fellowships being made a .. ailable throughout
the country, effons will be
made to obtain several for
graduate study of the Spanish
language at SIU.
Alben W. Bork. chairman
of an SlU c'lmmittee that

STAFF CHANGES - Three of the stu officials
in the reorganization of the Area and Students
Services are shown above. They are (left to
right) John O. AndetSon. who has been named
director of Communications Media Services Di-

vision; Robert Jacobs, dean of the International
Services Division; and Dr. Richard V. Lee, University physician and head of the Health Service
Division.

Agricultural Industry

Grain Marketing Symposium Set Dec. 1
For Handlers, Feed Dealers and Bankers
A grain marketing symposium, sponsored by the illinois Grain Dealers Association and the Department of
Agricultural Industries. will
be held at SIU Dec. 1.
The symposium, opening
with registration in the University Center Ballroom area
at 9:30 a.m., will have special
interest
for grain
handlers, feed dealers and
bankers concerned with grain
marketing problems.
The morning session will

~:~~~ti~n r~~~so~n .~~~:~~

Ind •• will speak on "Challenges in the Feed Business"
at the luncheon.
Wells is a grain dealer,
Critser an attorney. Spiker
and Wilkinson, bankers, and
OdIe a feed company regional
sales manager.
W.S. FarriS, Department of
Agricultural Economics, Purdue University, will open the
afternoon session with a discussion of "Grain Banks: Operations
and Problems."
Walter Wills, chairman of the
Depanment of Agricultural
Industries, will speak on
"Transportation: The Key to
Markets," and T.A. Hieronymus. University of Illinois
professor
of agricultui"al

marketing, on the "How and
Why of Hedging for the Elevator Operator."
Ralph Klopfenstein, Gridley
grain dealer, will talk at the
closing dinner sessien on
"Challenges the Elevator Operator Must Face."

ern Illinois" byWilliamHerr.
professor of agricultural industires, and a panel discussion on the "Use of Warehouse Receipts in the Grain
No one but you
Business" by Willis Wells.
Kenneth Critser. and Chalmer
auagitJeyour
Spiker, Monmouth; and LeoA revised edition of the
~~~~e~:n:h,:r~~~ af:~~= nard Wilkinson. Kansas.
Portrait
for CIarUrIno&
College Chess
ships to Washingt'ln. said he
Stanley Odie, Indianapolis. American
Guide has been written by
hoped SIU would receive at
- many p_pl. would like
Owen L. Harris. a student
least four. Southern entered
to have it - and th.,e are
at SIU.
the program two yeara ago
people who aught to have
The
booklet
is
published
by
with two students panicip..'\tit.
Intercollegiate Chess
ing. Of these, Jean Jenkinli
·The first issue of a news- the
Call us today, and let
of Du Quoin had her fellow- !~ter on the SlU campus re- League of America, of which
us create a pomait that is
ship extended through last views the development of the Harris is president.
reolly
you - a portrait you
Purpose of the publication
year and now is in Bolivia outdoor education program in
can give with happiness.
is to provide a guide for groups
with the Peace Corps. The Southern illinois.
other student dropped out due
Called the "Wagon Tongue interested in organiZing colto illness.
Newsletter:' compiled by the legiate chess clubs.
The program. in its fourth staff of the Outdoor B<lur.aIt also lists present collegyear nationally, provides a tion Center. No. 1 issue of iate chess clubs and bas a secSTUDIO
baSic stipend of $2.400 plus Volume I features an article tion de"ote~ to records of
tuition for a year's study. by Tbomas J. Rillo, coord- regional. national and wvi"lii 2i3 W. Main
Ph. 457.5715
Starting With tbe 1965 summer inator, tided "Outdoor Edu- chess champions.
session and extendlng through cation Moves Ahead in SouthYELLOWS. ARE. SOUGHT. BY • PEOPLE. OF - THOUGHT
June 30. 1968, additionalfunds ern Illinois--An Overlook."
will enable substantial inRillo's article tells of the
creases in the number of stu- 2,600 acres of natural wilddents receiving fellowships, erness south of Little Grassy
NDEA officials in Washington Lake which are available as
announced.
an outdoor laboratoryforpubFellowships are for study lic school students.
of Arabic. Chinese. HindiThe Outdoor EducationCenUrdu, Japanese, Ponuguese, ter staff is composed of Rillo,
Russian, and Latin American Cl1fford E. Knapp and William
Spanish. Spanish is the only R. Abernathy, and graduate
language for which fellow- assistants Mary Stockdlll.
PRESIDENT
ships can be used at Southern. Roben Christie and Lawrence
PHILIP M. KIMMEL
CARBONDALE. ILL.
Members
of thedirector
SlU comContri.
:======================~
mittee
are Bork,
of r-~-~~------.
the Latin American Institute;
Shop With
For the Fin.st in Food and S.rvic•...
J. Cary DaVis, chairman of
the Department of Foreign
Daily Etiyptian
Languages. and Joseph R.
Kupcek. associate professor
of foreign Jangua~es.
209 S. Illinois Ave.
bondalt"

Student Rewrites
Chess Publieation

Outdoor Education
Begins NewsleHer

NEUNLIST

EILEEN E. QUIGLEY

Convention NlJlM8

sm Home Ec Dean
Eileen E. Quigley, dean of
the Scbool of Home Economics, has been appointed to the
program planning committee
for a spring conference of
home economics administrators, directors of research
and state leaders of extension in the north central
region.
She was named at the convention in Washington, D.C.,
of the American A~sociationof
Land Grant Colleges andState
Universities.
Other members are Dorothy
Scott, dean of home economics, Ohio State University;
Jeanette Lee, acting dean of
home economics. University
of Michigan; and Margaret
Mangrel, dean of home economics. University of Missouri.
Time and place of the spring
conference have not been
determined.

YELLOW CAB CO., INC.
Phone 457 -8121

Piper's Parkway Restaurant
ea ..

!)\Swntown on Rt. Sl
OPEN 11 a.M. to 10 p.m.

IlJlI TIlE BlSl'IN YlTAMIN ~_

..... -.-)

eTREE RIPENED APPLES
(

elCE COLD FRESH APPlE CIDER
(DI_OIIS ......
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eHONEY - Comb or Strained

McGUIRE FRUIT FARM MARKET
• Mil..

_tit ..

U.s. 51
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On Sal. SAVE

13 - SS.50 MEAL TICKETS $71.50 SSO.OO $21.50
6 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $33.00 $25.00 $ 8.00
~

- $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $11.00
1 - $5.50 MEAL TICKETS $5.50

S 9.50 $ 1.50

$5.00 S .50
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McNAMARA'S BAND

Associat.d Press News Roundup

Carlson Gets
Day Reprieve;
Army Moves

A irliner Explosion
Death T911 Is 44
RO:\IF. lAP) A Trans
World j~'t .lirliner with 73
per>'on>' aboard f:lItered on
tak..:-ofi in Rome's Fiumicino
airporr :\Iondav, staggered on
with teetering- Wings' for 800
yards, hit a parked road
grader, and exploded.
- Forry-four died, including
Roman Catholic Bishop Edward C. Daley of Des Moines,
lowa_ who had been attending
the
Vat i can Ecumenical
Council.
Msgr. Joseph Sondag, pasror of Sts. Peter and Paul
Church in AtlantiC, Iowa, also
perished.
Mo>'t of the 29 survivors
were hospitalized, eight of
them in grave condition.
Aboard the Boeing 707 airliner were 56 passengers and
a crew of 17, Twenty-two of
the passengers were employes
of TW A and their dependents.

ORDER
YOUR

-RING

NOW!

The survivors included 22
passengers and seven crew
members,
The flight was No. 800,
which origina~ed in Kansas
City, Mo., and stopped at Chicago, New York, Paris and
Milan before reaching Rome.
([ was going on from here
to Athens and Cairo.
Airport employes and passengers waiting for other
flights in the sprawling modernistiC air
terminal at
Rome's seaside Fiumicino
field described the disaster
this way:
The four-jet plane started
down the main runway parallel
to the sea. It gathered speed,
then faltered. Flames erupted
from one of the wheel assemblies.
As the pilot tried to brake
to a stop, the plane wobbled
and swung from left to rigilt.
On each swing the wings dipped
lower toward the ground.
The plane careened across
another runway under repair.
It appeared under control,
but suddenly the right outboard motor hit the road
grader. 'The plane went another
200 yards, doors opened, and
passengers began jumping out.
At that mom~nt explosions
ripped it apart.
The force threw some passengers 80 yards from the
plane. All the dead were among
those trapped in the plane. It
was quickly engulfed in flames.
Apparently fuel, pouring
from the wing tank damaged
by the collision With the
grader, poured out and igni£ed.
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Flag Pledge Reference to God
Upheld by Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court refused Monday to interfere with the recitation by pupils in public
schools of a pledge of allegiance containing the words
"under God."
The refusal to prohibit an
"under God" pledge of allegiance to the flag was significant in light of questions
r!1ised when the court barred
required, official prayers in
public schools in 1962 and
1963. Some critics predicted
then that the tribunal would
eventually banish all mention
of the diety from the schools,
including that in the :>ledge.
The court, however, made
no comment on the question
Monday in unanimously rejecting an appeal by parents
of two children in schools of
Richmond County, N.Y.,

THE MOST RESPECTED
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EDUCA TIONAL

A FREE TRIP TO NEW YORK
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Warren Testimony Reflect#;
'Nightmare Sense of Unreal'
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
emotions and terror of a year
ago in Dallas were disclosed
in chilling detail Mondayin the words of Jacqueline
Kennedy, President Johnson,
Mrs. Johnson and scores of
others.
"My husband never made
a sound," recalled the president's young widow of the instant the bullets strude. "He
had this sort of quizzical look
on his face, and his hand
was up •• ,"
To Lyndon B. Johnson it
all had a nightmare ;;ense of
the "unreal, unbelievable."
And rc Mrs. Johnson the
most heart-searing moment
that tragic day-a year and
two days ago - wag seeing
J acqueUne Kennedy, "that immaculate woman," wearing
gloves caked with her husband's blood.
She toldMrs:'Kennedy, "you
know we never ever. wanted to

self.service I~undry

~

cfJt~t7J~
(lOMEn'S S P O R T S W E A R ! f

Joseph Lewis and Alfred L.
Klein.
The parents said the phrase
"under God" in the pledge
recommended for classroom
use by a New York State
regulation "expresses a religious conception." Its repeated use in the schoolrooms,
they contended, "has the necessary effect of advancing religion and thereby appears to
fail the test of First Amendment validity."
New York was joined by
attorneys general from 31
states in asking that the appeal
be rejected. The state argued
that the pledge is not a religious exercise but a patriotic
ceremony.

Sudsy Dudsy

the most exciting new sportsw_r line in Southern Illinois this year.

FI~'E

Observer

506 S_ ILLINOIS

LEOPOLDVILLE, the Congo
lAP) - A Congolese army
attack force moved to within
four hours driving time of the
rebel capital of Stanleyville
Monday. - he rebels were reported demanding that the
column be halted as a condition
for the safety of 1,000 white
hostages.
Rebel leader Christophe
Gbenye announced in a broadcast he had delayed - apparently for 24 hours - the scheduled execution Monday of
American medical missionary
Dr. Paul Carlson of Rolling
Hills, Calif., pending the outcome of negotiations with [he
United States in Kenya.
"We expect the results of
the first negotiations before
24 hours," Gbenye said in a
broadcast.
Dr. Carlson has been convicted of being a spy as a
U.S. armed forces major
fighting against the rebels.
The United States has denied
this.
The rebels have
said
in broadcasts that the hostages
have been moved out of
Stanleyville.
In Nairo»i, Kenya, direct
negotiations began on the fate
of Carlson, 62 other Americans, 600 Belgians and about
400 other whites in rebel
hands. U.S. Ambassadur William Attwood faced a tough
rebel "foreign minister,"
Thomas Kanza, who was
reported demanding a halt in
the Congolese army advance,
The rebels have threatened to
kill the hostages in the event
of "the slightest attack" on
StanleyvilIe.
A Nairobi dispatch described
the atmosphere arou'ld the
negotiations as one of grc,wing
tension and pessimism.
In Washington, State Department officials said the first
round of talks were not satisfactory.

WASH20¢

f3 D.::L:~HG
8lbs_ • S1.50

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

be vice president and now,
dear God, it has come to
this."
The grim story of Nov.
1963, and the following events
as told in the 26 volumes of
testimony the Warren Commission amassed in preparing
its recent report on Kennedy's
assassination was made public
Monday.
It had been scheduled to be
released next Monday. The
Associated Press gained access to some of the volumes,
d nd a few hours after the A P
dispatches w,-,re transmitted
the White House announced
the immediate rek'asc and
public
sale of [he full
transcript.
The transcript shows:
Despite urgings of officials
afraid the assassination was
part of a widespread conspiracy to shatter the government, Johnson held up the
presidential plane in Dallas,
so that it could re[Urn to
Washington [he body of the
president "nd the widow s[ill
wearing her blood-stained
clotheI' !, lady of "bravery,
nobility and dignity," said
""-Johnson of Mrs. Kennedy.
The massive report was
based on months of evidencetaking, and it was the transcript of these heari:1gs,
statements and other doc-uments that becaf'1e available
Monday.
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Capital Ou~Oow Feared

.-Kerner to Push for Increase
In Aid to Schools Next Year

Discount Rate Hiked
By Federal Reserve
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Federal Reserve Board Monday raised the bank discount
rate from 3 1/2 to 4 per
cent.
The Federal Reserve said
the action was taken in order
to counter "possible capital
outflows that might be prompted by widening spread between
interest rates in this country
and the higher rates abroad."
Britain's bank rate was
raised Mvllday from 5 to 7 per
cent.
The discount rate is the
interest
charged
member
banks for borrowings from the
federal reserve.
The British government
boosted Bank of England lending rates in an effort to ward
off a crisis that had made
the pound sterling wobble and
had brought talk of devaluation.
In one move. the sWiftness
of which demonstrated tht::
underlying urgency. the bank
rate was raised as bigh as
it has been in modern times.
The raise followed a weekend in which foreign confidence ill sterling appeared
to be evaporating at an
alarming
rate.
With the
nation's international trade
seemingly headed for its big-

gest-ever annual deficit. financiers had started shedding
pounds as fast as they could
unload them.
This trend was instantly
checked by the higher bar.1e
rate.
Within hours of the announcement. one I <: ad i n g...
dealer reported substantial
buying of sterling by the continent. The pound-dollar relationship, which last Friday
sank to the lowest in eight
years - $2.7825 to the pound
_ quickly picked up to a rate
of more than $2.79.
The $2.7825 rate is the
floor at which the Bank of
En~land must payout gold
for support, and it is believed
to have paid out frQm $30
million to $60 million on Friday alone. The pound was
devalued in 1949 from $4.85
to $2.80.
Government s po k e s men
said they had put up the rate
only to combat speculation on
the pound. and will lower it
as soon as the pressure is
off. This assurance was given
to union leaders by Economics
Minister George Brown when
he met with them to confer
on long-range plans for boosting the economy.

Irish Remain
Tops in Poll

AP Photo

GOV, OTTO KERNER

Ford Production
To Resume Today
DETROIT (AP) - With the
last of its local strikes settled,
Ford Motor Co. plans to begin turning out automobiles
again today.
The first of 80.000 laid off
strike-idled emp!oyes returned to manufactunng plants
over the weekend, and ~assenge~ car assembly hnes
tent,atlvely, were s.cheduled ~o
begm rolh~g .agam tod,ay 10
Dalla,S. LOUISVille and Wixom,
Michigan.
Ford said it may be a week
before it gets its coast-tocoast network of 17 assembly
plants fully back into the 1965
model car production race.
01'"

SPRINGFIELD, III. (,\}') Gov. Ono Kerner said Monday he will push for a substantial increase in state aid
to schools ·next year but
declined [0 forecast whether
a tax hike will be necessary.
Kerner indicated reapportionment of both the House
and Senate on a population
basis and adoption of a new
state revenue article will get
his top priority in the General Assembly which opens
in January.
He said he also will seek
enactment of a minin'um wage
law. open occupancy legislation and elevation of the Board
of Economic i)cvelopment to
cabinet level.
At his first news conference
since his re-election, Kerner
said he planned no vacation
and will concentrate on his
legislative program and budgetary minters between now
and the first of the vear.
Kerner
would
not' ,;ay
_whether he agreed with a we _
ommend'.ltion by st.ltl.' School
Supt. Ray Page and the Illinois
Education ~\ssociation rbat
pupil support for grade and
high schools be hiked from the
present $252 to $354.
such an increase would
boost state aid to schools by
$108 million in the next twoyear fiscal period. Present
school
costs
total about

$43:; million in state funds.
Kener said he would be
unCible to :>ay whether new
t:lxes would be r.ecessary until
he receives complete reports
on ail1ticipated st:lte revenue
and propo,;ed budgets for state
agencies.
The last major t.lX hike
boosted the stare sales [ax
a h.llf cent, to ;~ I /2 cen~s
in 1901.
Kerner said his proposed
revenue article would be the
same as the one rejected by
the legislature in the 196:3
ses:;ion.
I-Ie said the present personal property [ax "must be
abolished" because it i" "confiscatory and hard to collect."
An "ide said lare r. howcve r ,
the governor might support
elimination of all personal
property taxes except those
on :\Utomobiles.
The go\-ernor said he was
awaiting results of the atl:lrge House election before
calling legislative leaders togerher to enlist bi-partisan
support for a master plan
for higher education.
Kerner attributed his reelection ro his policies of
the past four years.
,
Asked if he would consider
running for a third term,
Kerner said: "I think you
ought to let me start my
second term first."

IT'S TERRIFIC!.

By The Associated Press

Notre Dame, Alabama and
Arkansas held tightly to tbeir
1-2-3 positions but the rest
of the Top Ten underwent a
shakeup Monday
in The
Associated Press' weekly college football poll.
The Fighting Irish, who
made Iowa their ninth straight
victim last week 28-0. have
one more game left - Southern
Califomia Saturday in Los
Angeles - in their bid for [heir
first perfect season and national
championship since
1949.
The Top Ten With first placc
votes in parentheses, won-lost
records and points on a 109-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis:

MOTOROLA

. IT'S ALL NEW!

STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
MOTOROLA

WoJl1hSkQ.{s

ONLY
139.95

STEREO HIGH FIDELITY

1. Notre Dame (36) 9-0

437
2. Alabama (6)
9-0
385
3. Arkansas (4) 10-0
345
4. Michigan (1)
8-1
315
5. Texas
8-1
247
6. Louisiana St.
7-1-1 189
i. Nebraska
9-1
158
8. Oregon State
8-2
91
9. Ohio State
7-2
84
10. Florida State 8-1-1 58
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Clean
Center
Campus Shopping
Center
FREEMAN STRI':ET

i

EXCELLENT FM/AM tABLE-CLOCK RADIOS

47.95

Model ST82A

l Buil~-In FM/A~ al!~

FM Stereo Radio.

GOSS

HOME FURN.
309 S.ILL.
PH. 457-7272

USE OUR
LAY-A-WAY
FOR CHRISTMAS
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Housing No Sarrier to Coeds
But Does Present Its Problems

DAILY EGYPTIAN
.dverlieen

By Jack Sampier
Housing hardly seems to be
a barrier to collc:ge-bound
women who want. to come to
SIU.
Women's housing on most
campuses is much more
rigidly supervised than men'f~.
said Mrs. Helen Farlow of
the Extension Division, University of Winois, in a discussion held in conjunction
with the meeting of the Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges.
It seems that at most state
universities and land grant
colleges women must stay in
college-approved dormitories
while men can make their own
housing arrangements.
Men and women at SIU are
treated much the same with
the exception of the curfew
for women in supervised
housing (10:30 p.m. weekdays,
I a.m. Friday and Saturday
nights and 11 p.m. Sunday).
Mrs. Anita Kuo, off-campus
housing supervisor at SIU, said
both men and women have the
freedom to choose wherever
they wish to live as long as it
is approved by the Housing
Office.
There are more than 400
off - campus.
supervised
houses
in
and
around
Carbondale.
There are even a greater
number
of
unsupervised
houses approved by rhe Housing Office.
The Housing Office recommends that students planning
to live off-campus make their
own arrangements with the
individual householders.
When asked about housing
as a barrier to enrolling at
SIU, students expressed different reactions.
"The women's housing situation on this campus is in
a state of upheaval," said
one student. "Most of the
off-campus dorms are unbelievable as far as cleanliness and roominess goes.
Though it is easy to get into
these off-campus dorms. once
you move into them you regret
the fact that you ever came

HOME AWAY FROM HOME ~ Work is nearing completion on the

outside of this 17-story women's residence hall east of the lllinois Central railroad" tracks. The building is expected to help
relieve the pressure on crowded University housing nellt year. A
part of the University Park project. it will hous~ 816 women.
Also included in the project are three men's four-story triads that
will house 1.026 students. giving the area a total of 1.842 residents.

to college. I think off-campus
housing l:Ihould have house
mothers to run the dorm
rather than students."
Another replied, "Well. it
really isn't hard to get into
off - campus housing. The
problem is getting out. Most
of the off-campus housing is
well supervised, but some
authority - seekers have a
tendency to rule as dictators. I would rather live in
Woody. TP. or a trailer."
The Housing Office is currently srriving to develop the
Area Program for off-campus
housing.
The purpose of the Area
Program is to create a

neighborhood' activity
by
dividing
Carbondale
and
other vicinities into housing
areas. At present, there are
eight such areas.
It seems that men's reactions to housing at SIU
were less critical.
"I got a list from the housing
office and checked out the
vacancies. Out of three houses
that had vacancies. I chose
the best that suited my needs."
Another fellow said. "When
I first came here. I headed
for campus housing and it was
full everyplace I went. I then
began to ask around and finally
weaseled into a very nice place
by talking to the right people."

Nationally Known Educational Center Finding
Answer to Problem oj Reading Comprehension
By Frank Messersmith

5) to conduct research in
reading.
Director of the Reading
Center is Robert Karlin, professor in the Colle ge
of Education.
Karlin, a distinguishedlooking gray-haired man who
sits relaxed at his desk in
front of an enormous gray.
black and white modern abstract. is concerned that students and faculty at SIU don't
know that the Reading Center
exists.
"We have had several swdents come to us after they
started their master's degree
work in English. and express
their regret at not knowing
about the graduate reading
course available." Karlin
said.
Many English and education
majors are interested in the
instructio'l of reading, but they
just haven't discovered our
program, Karlin said.
"They know us in California. New York and Uruguay,
but not in Carbon:lale," Karlin said. "HoW come?"
Maybe we don't "blow our
own horn" enough as others
do around here, he continued.
Olq~!..~.tH~.~!!.~~•.~~~_~~':1}t~,.!!!'.~ ......T.~~".I!l.a~r" ..p~!.ll9.~~.gf ..~h!,: ..

Spot is a uog_ See Spot run.
Spot runs fast.
How many of you can read
those three familiar sentences
and comprehend the meaning?
This may be a primitive way
of getting the point across,
but the fact is many students
do not have the ability to understand what they read.
This ;s an old problem but
not impossible to solve. SIU
students are especially fortunate. because on the campus
is a branch of the College of
Education that is nationally
known for improving reading
skills.
This College of Education
agency is the Reading Center.
and it has five main functions.
They are: 1) to assist academic departments in developing curricula for pre paring reading specialists and to
participate in such programs,
2) to offer consultant services in reading. 3) to serve
as a clearing house for possible solutions to reading
problems, 4) to provide diagnostic evaluations andcorreclive treatment for children.

Reading Center. according to
Karlin. is the instructing and
preparing of students to teach
reading.
The other purposes are part
of the total program which
involves training. research
and services as most campus
units do.
The center is also a cooperating agency in the clinical
services.
The Reading Center offers
a course for students to increase reading ability. but
unfortunately many aren't interested because it is a nonc"redit course.
The course. elementary education 000, emphasizes comprehensive
reading.
and
stresses meaning and flexibility. according to Karlin.
Graduate students preparing-for a higher degree as
a reading specialist and consultant can select from a diverse range of courses.
These integrated courses
of study. which presently are
offered through the Departments of Elementary Education and Secondary Education
lead to the master's degree.
Sixth Year Professional Cert¥.~~,~!~
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SYMMIETRY

AT

•

FROM

THESE

INESTO~ES

ILLINOIS

g·.

AI_. Gouldi ..
J._I ••
B_in~. Howard A.. W..

ze'

Jewe'.,
Bellevill., 5,1 Fiets_
..,vid.... Robert B. Lear. J __ 'ry
Ch_paign, M.J. Reed. Jewel ..
Chic ....... V... Simpa ~ew.''''s
Chic....... Gee V . . Je_I ...
Crystal L ...... Salmon. Jewelry
De Kolb. Gont ....... Jewel ...
Elgin. Rau.chert & Kubia"
F,eeport. Lu.c"e J._I ...
Golvo. L_bin J._I .. .
Gen••ca. L_bin J __•.,.
GI"" Ellyn, Dodd. Jeweler.
Joli.t, Ki.p J.wel ...
La 5011 •• C.A.. Jen.en. Jewel ... s
Macomb...... _ith J._lry
Moline. Mo'_'m ;_el ....
Man_uth, Wiley Light Je_lers
Mo".i •• Wh ..I.,.. J.welry
Nanna'. E_n Jewelry
OHawo. Mojo,'s J_le,s

..

~

112S

P ..... Ridg., Rand"'" Jewelers
Pel.ing, Jon.s Bros. Jew.l ... s
P_io, Moore's J.w.l ...s
P_io. Patte, & Anderson
Peoria, Chwle. A.. ·choenheider
Quincy, Stu"'''''n. J.w.l ... s
P,inc_. wnnar E. Pihl. Jeweler
Roc"ford. Bolender.
Roclcfanl. Lindqui.Jew.I ....
Roc" I.....d. Hwry 0". Jewele,
SIcolcie. Fal .....hoyn Jewelers
St. Ch .. 'es. Motson Jewel ..s
St..ling, Gerde. Jewe'ry
Aurora. Bodunon Jewele,s
Blo_ington. So,g's Jewelry
Chicago. Carte....... Inc.
Chicago. Walter H.u,ich Jewelers
D•• Plaines. Ow... J. Pritchard
Jew.le,.
Evon ....n. Grun.. Jewelry Co.
Gol.sbu,g. Robert Eichorn. Jeweler
La Gronge. Edgar H. Fey. Jewelers
Linco'n. Chart...·s Jewelry
Pontiac. Smith's Jewe'ry
Roc.. fo,d, Hoffman & $ons
Washington. Foster Jewelry
Wau"egan. O'Dell Jewel.rs

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....

Evansville Wasn't Our Ace in the Hole

JIM HART (NO. 16) SEEMS TO BE SIGNALING "HOLD IT. MEN.
I WANT TO GET BY you!'

S~LUKI NORMAN" JOHNSON (NO. 21) TRIES TO NAB THE BALL BEFORE ONE EVANSVILLZ'S
ACE GETS IT.
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Defeat aecame Habit

Runners Lose
Despite Best
Season Form

2-8 football Season
Ends With 2-0 Loss
Losing, like penalties and
pass interceptions, is all a
part of collegiate football.
Tbe frustrating tbing about
losing, though, is. -when a
team--namely SIU--rilakes a
habit of the practice.
The Salukis, who haven't
had a winninl[ season since
1961. closed the disastrous
1964 grid campaign bere Saturday with their fifth straight
defeat and coldest football exhibition of the season.
Evansville College. whicb
also played like a team caught
in a four-g.. me losing streak.
took advantage of Southern's
bone-chilling play and a bad
snap from Cf nter to edge the
Salukis 2-0.
The loss left SIU with a
2-8 record and the school's
worst football record in 10
years.
More than 1,500 spirited
fans--the smallest SIU home
attendlince in recent years-braved subfreezing temperatures to see the Salukis absorb, perhaps, their most distleartening setback of the
season.
The only score in the game
came with 5:20 remaining in
the third quarter when 8.!1 SIU
punt attempt went awry in
the Saluki end zone.
On a fourth down and 10
play. SIU kicker Dav(! Bolger
received a bad snap from center and, after a futile attempt
to escape a flock of onrushing
Evansville
linemen,
was
trapped for a two-point safety.
As the score might indicate. neither team was ~Ie
to - mount any kind of an ~f
fective offense.
As has been the case mos.
of the season, Southern's only
sustained
attack
materialized with less than two
minutes remaining in the
game. On the strength of quarterback Jim Hart's passing,
the Salukis moved the ball
from their own 19 yard to
Evansville's 24.
The final buzzer and a Purple Ace pass interception
ended the last-ditch drive and
Southern's flickering hopes
for a third victory this season.
Coach Don Shroyer's Salukis were able to gain only
66 yards rushing and 135
through the air. The Aces,
who broke a four-game losing
streak and finished with a 5-4
record, were held to a mere
30 yards rushing and 102
yards passing.
As usual, the Salukis stole
the show in the penalty department. SIU was penalized
12 times for 111 yards, compared With only five penalties and 55 yards assessed
-the Aces.

University Galleries
Gets New Number
The UnIversity Galleries
has a new telephone number.
3-2735.
The number for the Mr.
and Mrs. John Russell Mitchell Art Gallery will remain
the same.

In 10 games this season the
Salukis marched backward for
a school record of 90 penalties for 909 yards. In comparison they picked up a net
gain of only Rl7 yards rushing all season.
If any consolation, quarterback Hart did set two more
school passing records and
extended two others at the
expense of the equally punchless Purple Aces.
Hart's n pass completions gave him a career total of 183 which eclipsed the
record of 173 set by Joe Huske
in 1963.
The junior signal caller also bad three more passes intercepted to give him a dismal single-season record of
22.
Back on the credit side of
the ledger. Hart'sl3S passing
yards upped his sm .mark
to 1,594 yards for a season
and his 34 attempts pushed
his SIU record to 267.
End Bonnie Shelton. who
played bis last game for Southern Saturday, led all pass receivers in the game. Despite
the freezing temperatures the
senior from Columbus. Ga ••
caught four of Hart's passes
for 34 yards.
Little scatback Mike Madriaga was Evansville's leading receiver witb two catches
for 38 yards. One of his receptions resulted in the longest gain of the game, a thrilling 46 yard pass-run play in
the second quarter.
Senior Saluki balfback Rich
Weber led all rushers with
51 yards in 19 carries. Tbe
Mattoon native finished his
SIU grid career as the Saluleis' top rusher for the secoml straight season. This year
the 3-8, 17S-pound back picked
up 478 yards in 151 carries
and was Southern's second
best scorer with 26 pc?ints.
Rudy Phillips, the Salukis'
leading scorer with 47 points.
was shut out Saturday fur the
second consecutive week.
Southern's young defense.
which had been having its
troubles all season proved
stubbol"n against the Aces,
picking off one Evansville
pass, snatching a Purple Ace
fumble and piling up Evansville quarterback Kim Devault four times behind the
line of scrimmage for a minus
53 yards.
The spirited Saluki defense, which was aided somewhat by slippery footingontbe
frozen turf, managed to stop
Purple Ace runners a total
of 11 times in the Evansville
backfield.
M a-driaga. Evansville's
running standout, was beld
to 16 yards in five carries.
Halfback Bob Glaser paced
tbe Aces' ground attack witb
31 yards in four tries.

MITCHELL KRAWCZVK

Two Unsung Salukis Named
Back and Lineman of Week
A pair of unsung Salukis
have been selected as this
week's Daily Egyptian back
and lineman of the week.
The two. defensive balfback
Warren Stahlhut and guard
Mitcbell Krawczyk. are bonored for tbeir steady and aggressive play in Saturday's
heartbreaking 2 - 0 loss to
Evansville College
Stahlhut, a hard-hittingjunior from Edwardsville, was
a solid performer in Southerr.'s defensive backfield Saturday. tJe is the first defen-

Intra murals Report
6 Minor Iniuries
Only six minor inju-nes occurred this year as approx·
imately 900 students partici·
pated in intramural football.
according to Glen Martin.
director of intramural
athletics.
These accidents ranged
from twisted ankle to minor
cuts and bruIses.
The 900 participants composed 79 teams which played
eight to ten games eacb to
determine a victor for the
school
intramural f 00 t ball cbampionship.
Martin credited the close
supervision of tbe games and
the nature of flag football as
the rea son s for tbe good
ct:c~rd.

He sald that about six years
ago Soutbern swi!,.hed from
touch football to the flag tyl'tl
because of an ~:otcess of accidents. Flag football reduces
bodily contact to a minimum.
The loss of a flag constitutes
a tackle, and no body blocks
are allowed.

sive player to be tabbed as
tbe Daily Egyptian's back of
tbe week this season.
Only 5-9 and 160 pounds,
Stahlhut makes up for bis
lack of size with determination and plain gutty play.
"Stahlhut's one of the bardest workers on the team:' said
one of Southern's assistant
football coaches. "and he
gives you all he has out on the
field!'
A
defensive specialist.
Stahlhut joined SIU's offensive unit as a flankerback
late in Saturday night's game
and caught a key 13-yard pass
from quarterback Jim Hart
in the Salukis' failing quest
for tbe winning toucbdown.
K raw c z y k
(pronounced
Kray-check) is a rugged 5-10.
220-pound junior· from Cleveland, Ohio; who bas been one
of the big anchors on Southem's offensi'le line all season.
Tbe bard - nosed guard.
named lineman of the week
earlier tbis season, Saturday
proved wonhy of his latest
recognition
prOviding
Saluki
runners by
with
fine blocking on offense and Evansville
backs with jarring tackles on
the defensive squad.

3ToSIDe"
JuJging TetUrU
Compete
in Claicago
Three SIU judging teams
will compete in interc-Jllegiate contests at the Internat!onal Livestock Exhibition to
I1e held Saturdav throu!tJ Dec.
~be~:er.the Chicago Ampbi-
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lst closs sewing ond. alterations
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WARREN STAHLHUT

Southern's cross country
runners turned in their best
cunning times of the season
Friday but were nosed out
27-29 by a strong University
of Houston team.
Laurie Elliott of Houston,
a brother of Australiall Inlier
Herb Elliott, finished a step
abead of Southern's Al Ackman
by· running the course in 19
minutes, 34 seconds.
Saluki coach Lew Hartzog
was pleased with bis team's
performance. "Despite the
cold and windy weather nearly
all of our runners turned in
tbeir best running times of the
season," he said. "Tbey're
just getting
into
top
form now."
Freshman
star
Danny
Shaugbnessy beat everybody
as he lowered his course record time to 19:02.1. Tom Curry, another freshman. finished
with the time of 19:53 which
would have been good enough
for sixth place had the freshman scores counted.
The order of finish was
Elliott (Houston). Ackman
(SIU). Cornell (SIU). Cooper
(Houston), Baron (Houston),
Trowbridge (SIU).
Leydig
(SIU).
Ryan (Houston), irwin (houston). Levy (Houston),
Walsb (Houston), Beeskow
(SIU).
Tbe Salukis will go to Cbicago Tbursday for the U.S.
Track Federation meet. The
lreshman will be allowed to
run there..

PERSONAL
Accident Notice: July 21st, 1964
Inter.ection Carbondale Boot
Docie Rood ond Old Rout.. 13
Willi_san County. Womon bodly
iniu.... ...d bleeding. Student

::::;
::,zc!:a':..rriketotoin.\."~-:
ond poy student fa. __ e. Any.
n Orders Over S2~OO

one having knowledge pleose
contact Philip G. Fede., 'l:T Fi.st
Nationol Bonk Bldg., Belle"ille,
83
Illinois.

74

Volleswagen.fa. gu ...... teed se•.
.ice ond lenuin. parts, __ Epps

~~o:::':' t:t.:ZI!~I~~:!i:

"57-21M, 985--t812.

70

WANTED

FOR SALE
'55 Zundopp 2OOcc. Perfect run_

ne.. 4 speed. M... y new ports.
$125 o. "'st offe•. Phone 9.1801
offer 5:00.
77
Mo'IHcycl_. Ducati, 12Scc. 1963.
Excellent condition. Call Law.
rence Neufeld, 9-2891 or see at
404 S_ Uni.e •• i.,: . 66
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DONNA SCHAENZER (LEFT) RESTS

wrm GAIL DALY DURING 11IE PERFORMANCE

Natiolltll Cluunpioru

}Voman Gymnasts Win Meet Here'
The Southern Illinois
Women's Gymnastics Club
successfully opened defense of
its f'lational championship by
beating a combined team from
Chicago and Flint, Mich.;94-

52.
Led by Donna Schllenzer and
Gail Daly, coach HerbVogel's
squad took first place in all
seven ev~nts and second in
five.
"Miss Schaenzer took first
place in the all-around total
with a score of 381.5, while
Miss Daly, a member of the

Canadian Olympics team,
came in second.
Two of the club's new members also rurnedinfirst-place
performances.
Nancy Smith, a senior at the
University School, made her
debut by taking first in the
trampoline event.
Another
newcomer, Judy Wills, took
first in tumbling, the event
for which she is the current
world champion.
The results:
Trampoline-- Nancy Smith,
51. and Peterson, C-F.

65 VTI Students Enroll in Cosmetology
A state certificate to practice cosmetology is the goal
of 65 students enrolled in a
one-year program at SIU's
Vocational Technical Institute.
A minimum of 67 hours or
four quarters of instruction
is required for completion
of the program, according to
Mrs.
Lois I. Hedges,
coordinator.
As a registered trade under supervision of the Illinois

Instructors working under
M r', Hedges are Mrs. Shirley
Hill of Marion and Mrs. LuReta Cassidy and Mrs. Gladys
McVey of Herrin.

Get your

IRENE HAWORTH TAKES A BOW

Saluki Gymnasts to Compete
In Intersquad Meet Tonight
Soutq.ern's gymnasts, who
last year..,won the NCAA Championship, 'will prepare for
their title defense by holding
an intersquad meet at 7:30
tonight in the Arena.
This meet will pit the juniors and seniors against the
freshmen al'Id sophomores.
Since Saluki coach Bill Meade
started this meet in 1959,
the junior-senior team ha::;
won three times and ttle freshmen-sophomores twice.
Seniors· Bill Wolf and Ray
va~; along with junior transfer student Mike Boegler are
expected to be the leading
point makers for Southern this
year.
Wolf has l'ecovered from a
knee operation last spring and
appears read9 to perform his
SpE!clalties, the parallel bars,
side ll{,rse~and the rings.
Yano wi!l<be used as an
all-around· man and Boegler
will perf'(fTm his specialty,
the side horse.
Meade will be watching
closely the perf01 mance of
three freshmen who have
looked impressive in practice. Paul Mayer fTf}m EI

Department of Registration
and Education, the school
meets requiremems for total
time: teaching staff, equipment,. faCilities, and course
content.
They also study English
and record keeping.

Cerrito, Calif., will work as
an all-around man. Ron Hardstad from Arlington Heights
will work on the parallel bars
and .the high bar. Dale Hardt
from Skokie will work on the
trampoline.
Sophomores will consist of
Steve Whitlock, Rick Tucker,
Larry Lindauer, and Hutch
Dvorak.
Meade is counting on Whitlock for help on the long
horse
and free exercise.
Tucker and Lindauer are two
all-around men and Dvorak
will work on the trampoline.
There will be no charge for
admission to the meet.

A-l RACERS at
«be §quire ~bop lLtb.
Murdal,! Shopping Center
wGt
ITW

MfD.

u~n~
I~ 'lts

1!t 'P-

'0

~'P

NOW is .he .ime
make plans for your
holiday hip home.
Le. us make reservations
anit orrangemen.s for you o.
n~xtra charge.

B & A TRAVEL
"If e do everything
but pack YOUT bag...

Phone 549-1863
715 S. University

. . 1'1

P-2!
2~

JIM'S PIZZA PALACE
OPEN 4:00 - 1:00 SUM. THRUTHUR.i.
fRI. & SAT. TILL 2:00 A.M.

519 S.ILL.

PHONE 549.3324

Balance-- Gail Daly. SI, and
Irene Haworth. SI.
Free Exercise-- Gail Daly,
SI. and Donna SCQaenzer, SI.
Vaulting-- Irene Haworth,
SI, and Donna Schaenzer, Sl.
Uneven bars-- Gail Daly,
51, and ''Judy Dunba'm, F -C.
Tumbling--Judy Wills, Sl,
and Donna ~cnaenzer. 51.
AU-around-- Gail Daly. 51,
and Donna Schaenzer, 51.

